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Task Seating
Assembly Instructions

No tools required.
1.

Open carton and unpack all components.

2.

Place chair base upright on floor, stabilising it so it does not move or slide.

3.

Insert the gaslift & cover into the hole in the chair base.

4.

Place the seat with mechanism onto the gaslift, ensuring the underside 						
of the mechanism and top of the gas lift align.

5.

Firmly press the seat into the gas lift.

6.

Slide the plastic cover off the back bar. Slot the back bar into the 							
opening of the mechanism.

7.

Position the plastic cover over the back of the chairs mechanism. 							
Adjust back to desired height and tighten with knob.

8.

Sit on the chair to adjust the seat to the correct height and position.

Warning: Failure to follow these assembly instructions can
result in product failure, personal injury or property damage.

PARTS KEY:
Base
Back Bar
Gas Lift
Seat with Mech
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Draughting Ring
Assembly Instructions

No tools required.
1.

Open carton and unpack all components.

2.

Place chair base upright on floor, stabilising it so it does not move or slide.

3.

Insert tall gaslift cylinder into chair base by fitting cylinder into hole through base.

4.

Slide the draughting ring down the tall gaslift, and hand tighten at desired height.

5.

Carefully place upper chair assembly onto the gas lift, ensuring the underside 					
of the mechanism and top of the gas lift align. Press down firmly to ensure secure fit.

6.

Without adjusting seat depth or height, sit firmly in chair to complete assembly.

Warning: Failure to follow these assembly instructions can
result in product failure, personal injury or property damage.

PARTS KEY:
Star Base
Seat & Back
Tall Gas Lift
Draughting Ring
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